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Abstract: Since the middle of 1990 s (since the first Chechen war), Chechen migration has 
been forming a new diaspora in the EU. It has been growing rapidly and has now reached 
about 180 thousand. The integration of Chechens in the societies of EU countries is a difficult 
process because of strong traditional patriarchal values which they try to preserve; their 
following traditional gender roles and high level of religious faith are major constraints. 
The author, based on her own interviews with the Chechen refugees in the EU countries 
and their relatives in Chechnya and media reports, evaluates the integration strategies 
of the Chechens in their access to the labor market, housing, education, family relations 
and the problems they faced living in emigration. The analysis shows that the process of 
integration goes slowly and can be achieved mainly with youth or second generation of 
Chechens, born already in EU.
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Introduction

The contemporary Chechen writer in exile Herman Sadullayev talks about 
Chechens living abroad:

1 Village in Chechnya.
2 The publication is prepared within the project part of the task of the Ministry of Education and 

Science of RF 28.2757.2017/4.6 “Transit migration, transit regions and migration policy of Russia: 
Security and Eurasian integration”, 2017–2019.

3 Central European University.
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‘My former countrymen believe that the definition of ‘Chechen’ is no longer 
associated with the demands imposed on themselves, on the contrary, (…) they 
oppose their system of values to the host society. And it becomes a problem. …. 
If you want to stay a pure Chechen, you should live in Chechnya, no need to go 
anywhere’ (Russki zyrnal, 2011).

There is an opinion among the EU officials and public that Chechens are among 
the most difficult groups of refugees to integrate. Do they really have problems 
with integration? If yes, why?

The Chechen diaspora in the EU is a relatively new phenomenon, which 
has only appeared over the last twenty years. The number is estimated between 
100.000–170.000 people. The discrepancy in the figures exists because some people 
have no status and circulate between the country of first entry and country where 
they want to live. Asylum seekers from Chechnya are well-informed. They know 
where it is easier to get refugee status in the EU (Molodikova, 2015). Their main 
destination countries are Germany, Austria, Belgium, France, Poland and Norway, 
where diasporas have reached about 20.000–40.000 people. These communities 
are diverse and consist of former Chechen government officials in exile, wealthy 
people, Kadirov supporters, relatives of insurgents and insurgents themselves with 
different legal status. Some of them are in opposition to others.

The opinion about Chechens is diverse. For example, Chechen wrestling 
champion Dygazaev, who lives in Germany and has good relations with Ramzan 
Kadirov, divides Chechen asylum seekers into two groups: ‘‘political’ asylum seekers 
– those who participated in insurgent movement against Russia, and ‘economic’ 
migrants – those who arrived for welfare and told stories about repressions’ (BBC 
2018a). The leader of Russian NGO the “Civic Assistance”, Svetlana Gannushkina, 
argues that Chechens migrate because of the human rights violations and the 
undemocratic Kadirov regime. They also migrate because of health issues. 
Gannushkina agrees that rumors about the welfare opportunities in Germany 
influenced the decision of some Chechens on migration (Refugees, 2016).

The Chechen Advocacy Network representative Almut Rochowanski (2013) 
thinks that the Chechen diaspora members live modest life and dream that 
their children will be successful. Nothing indicates that threat of terrorism is 
higher among Chechens in exile than among the other migrants. Nevertheless, 
she presents worrying statistics of Austrian interior ministry from 2011 in reply 
to a parliamentary inquiry about Chechen community: ‘1,681 asylum-seekers of 
Russian nationality were suspects in one or more criminal investigations in 2010. At 
that time, around 90% were from Chechnya.’ Rochowanski argues that about 18% 
of Chechen asylum-seekers became crime suspects in first three years or less of 
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living in Austria. In case of criminal conviction, them never find an apprenticeship 
or a good job, and they never be able to become Austrian citizens.

Ekkehard Maass, the chairman of the German-Caucasian Society, believes 
that ‘Russia has imposed a stereotype of Chechens in Germany as violent people 
and main terrorists.’ He argues that the vast majority of Chechens in Germany 
have integrated successfully, and only few have some troubles (Markus, 2017). In 
his opinion, serious conflicts with Chechens can happen when the adat (Chechen 
customary law) values are not in accord with German laws (Vachedin, 2017). 
Dmitry Heide, a deputy of the Berlin municipal district Martsan (where migrant 
community mainly lives) argues: ‘The attitude towards Chechens in Germany is 
ambiguous. The media write either about terrorists or about the Chechen mafia, 
so the society in Germany is not sure how to treat them’ (BBC, 2018a).

This article analyses the integration strategies of Chechen forced migrants in the 
European Union from the Chechen wars to the present. It tries to investigate the 
stereotypes about Chechens as welfare migrants or terrorists, criminals and radicals. 
What are the main strategies Chechens use to find their place in the European 
society: the preservation of ethnic and cultural norms or ‘readiness’ to accept the 
norms of the ‘western society?’

Theoretical approach to research

The concept of integration assumes active interaction between migrants and the 
host community and the migrants’ being able to support themselves (Mazzucato, 
2008; Erdal and Oeppen, 2013). The choice of adaptation strategy relates to two 
aspects of identity: 1) identity with one’s own ethnic group and 2) national identity 
or identity with the dominant society (Kalin and Berry, 1995). Parents – immigrants 
 – try to preserve their cultural norms and values, and thus have more difficulties 
in the adaptation and in learning of new languages than their children who have 
received training and are familiar with the cultural traditions of the host country, 
while maintaining ties to their own ethnic culture (Portes, 1993; Portes and Zhan, 
1996). The studies on the adaptation of forced migrants indicate differences 
in adaptation of voluntary migrants. They have more psychological problems 
than voluntary migrants (Kim, 1988) and they are more willing to maintain their 
original culture (Udahemuka and Pernice, 2010). They follow traditional rules 
in order to support their identity (Bicchieri and Lev-On, 2007).

Extensive cross-cultural empirical research on migrants (Berry 1997, 2001; 
Dere et al., 2010) has proved that the problem of adaptation of forced migrants is 
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one of the most complex and theoretically ambiguous. The ethno-cultural norms 
in this context are defined as patterns of behavior that are obligatory for particular 
ethnic groups (Hechter and Opp, 2001). I argue that the wish of the first generation 
of Chechen refugees to integrate is trapped by patriarchal values and codes of 
behavior that were imposed on them by their upbringing in Chechnya and by 
the strong internal pressure from elderly members of the EU diaspora, and by the 
external control from their relatives from Chechnya who try to prevent any type 
of the so-called ‘shameful’ Western-type behavior of their relatives. In fact, only 
second generation of Chechens in the EU are slowly building their own vision and 
perception of new values. The article uses twelve author interviews with Chechens, 
five with NGO workers, surveys in Poland (UNHCR 2013) and in Austria (Heinrich 
and Lobova, 2012) as well as other research materials on this topic.

What is taken by Chechens from Chechnya  
and kept in EU as their values?

In order to understand the behavior and prospect of integration for Chechens 
we have to discuss the main components of their values. The four main pillars of 
Chechen society are:
1) respect of elder persons and their decisions (especially elders of one’s own clan).4

2) preservation of hierarchal relations with male domination in the decision-
making process;

3) the respect of adat regulations – the unwritten norms of behavior called 
Nohchalla5. If a Chechen violates ‘Nohchalla’ norms, it becomes a public matter 
of the Chechen society. The local council of elders has to decide about the 
punishment of either the person or his family according to adats. The person 
must restore honor; otherwise, he will be treated as social pariah or dishonor 
the whole family (clan).

4) the respect of Shariah law (Molodikova and Watt, 2013).
The transnational relations between Chechen diaspora and their relatives left 

in Chechnya are well established because of contemporary internet technologies, so 
the fears of shameful behavior control the diaspora and the relatives’ communities. 
These fears provide powerful motivation for establishing self-control for every 

4 Chechen big family unites relatives of small families into the clans or teips. The clan structure 
of the Chechen society consists of approximately 155 clans (teips). 

5 This special code of conduct covers almost all aspects of Chechens’ life (Nohchi) and helps 
Chechens to resolve their problems by mutual agreement (Molodikova and Watt, 2013) 
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family in the diaspora. Therefore, the members of Chechen diaspora put a lot of 
effort to prove their ‘real Chechenness’ (BBC, 2018a).

According to advocate Auth Rochowanski, (2013) a small number of Chechen 
families are trying to assimilate. A social worker who works with Chechen refugees 
says: ‘Chechens have come to Germany because they wanted to live in Germany, 
but they are trying to turn it into Chechnya with its medieval rules.’ According 
to her, ‘This reluctance to integrate is typical for all migrants, not just for Chechens. 
The only difference is that most of other migrants come from the 20th century, but 
Chechens are from the feudalism.’ (Vachedin, 2017). Many Chechens of the first 
generation keep their patriarchal values. For example, they believe that there is 
no respect for the elders among the European youth, so one of the main pillars of 
their society is under threat (Heinrich and Lobova, 2012). Some of them are ready 
to take ‘blood revenge,’ coming to refugee camps to ‘protect’ their compatriots from 
offenders in case of any conflict. In Brandenburg, such situation led to the relocation 
of some Chechens from the camp to the special part in Eisenhüttenstadt’ (Markus, 
2017). A Chechen gay interviewed in a Swedish refugee camp, who is a pariah 
according to Chechen adat, criticizes his gays compatriots: ‘I am very disappointed 
– they (Chechen gays – author’s note) are engaged in prostitution, or rally, or 
go fight. They just disgrace Chechnya’ (interview for the author, Sweden, 2018).

Gender relations are different among Chechens and the host society. For 
Chechens family honor is the highest value, and it must be preserved from 
the threat at any cost. Women and children are especially vulnerable and have 
to be under control and protection of male members of families (Heinrich and 
Lobova, 2012).

If a husband cannot find job, he feels humiliated. The loss of masculinity due 
to the inability to maintain the expected role of the man may lead to depression, 
degradation, alcoholism, drug addiction, and violence against family members. 
To soften such behavior, many Chechen wives choose the strategy of ‘imitation’ 
of hierarchical relations in order to support their husband’s key role.

That is why boys in Chechen families have been brought up in the hyper-
masculinity’s style of the violent assertiveness. This patter of behavior leads to 
problems with the boys’ integration in the western society (Almut Rochowanski, 
2013). They must show ‘others’ they are ‘the boss’, ‘real men’ and ‘real’ Chechens. 
They should control ‘their women not to lose their honor; they should drive big 
cars and display their wealth. They also learn that a clan will protect them from 
the outsiders in case of their abuse. ‘Outsiders,’ who do not belong to any clan 
can be assaulted and abused with a little consequence. Majority thinks that this 
is the pass to ‘respect.’ So, ‘respect’ means for Chechens something different than 
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the egalitarian politeness of the Western society’. Chechen families who think that 
masculine ‘respect’ is not good for their boys in Europe are in minority.

In 2010 Chechens established the ‘Congress of Chechen diasporas of West and 
CEE Europe, Turkey, Jordan and Russia’. They meet once or twice a year in different 
EU countries. On February 22, 2014 in Brussels, the Congress’ main issue to discuss 
was the lack of cultural centers for young Chechens to support their ethnicity and 
culture. The participants decided to create the Council of the Elders, to open more 
cultural centers to study the Chechen language, to open Chechen Mosques with 
Chechen as a language of service, to facilitate the conflicts resolution as in Chechen 
diasporas and between Chechens and other ethnic groups; to cooperate with state 
and European NGOs (Vaydahar, 2014). The integration into the EU society was 
not among the agenda issues.

Some well-educated young Chechens do not support such approach and do 
not respect this Council. They think differently: ‘These people in the Council of 
the Elders are fools, they push us to exile and now they want to teach us how 
to live’ (author interview with a young Chechen, Vienna, June 2016).

Negotiating the ethnicity and religion with labor market

According to the opinion of many Chechens, prejudices against them emerged 
because of Russia’s influence on the opinion of officials in the EU:

‘Russian security service scares the Germans. Russia says in the media that Chechens 
are terrorists. So, nobody wants to recruit Chechens. That is why they are in a very 
difficult situation to find good job’ (author interview, Chechen man in Vienna, 2018).

But expert Raphael Bossong, who works in Berlin-based Foundation for 
Political Science and Politic, told:

‘Chechens are not welcome by German authorities and have trouble with employment 
due to their low level of education They are believed to be under the influence of 
radicalized Muslims. So, the integration prospect for them is poor’ (Vachedin, 2017).

In addition to these problems, the Chechens have an unwritten list of ‘honorable’ 
(permissible) male (masculine) types of jobs, such as a trainer in a sport club, 
a guard in a security firm, a driver or a builder, but not a servant or a cleaner. 
The constrains to the legal economic activity are complicated due to the lack of 
language skills and low qualifications of the first generation of Chechen migrants. 
According to the research conducted by UNHCR in Poland (2013), unemployment 
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of Chechen refugees leads to their inability to earn sufficient money to rent a flat 
and buy food. In such situations some of Chechen men use ‘the strategy of quick 
money’ associated with various types of criminal activity (smuggling of people 
across the border with Austria, Poland and Germany; racketeering other migrants, 
providing a so-called ‘roof ’ (i.e. criminal protection racket) (Szczepanikova, 2008). 
Such cases negatively affect image of Chechen communities among locals.

Chechen criminal groups play an important role in the creation of smuggler 
networks across the Eastern border of the EU, according to the opinion of Latvian 
border guards. For example, one criminal group included citizens of Poland and 
Russia of Chechen ethnicity, who resided permanently in Austria and held a refugee 
status (Eadaily, 2017). Another case occured in time of the refugee crisis in August 
2015 in Hungary. A Chechen smuggler got refugee status in Poland, lived in France 
with his eight children and two wives, and helped his compatriots in smuggling 
people to the EU. He was arrested by Hungarian border police (author interview, 
Hungary 2015).

One well-educated Chechen said that the stereotypes about criminality of 
Chechens push some people to blame Chechens. He told a story of one Turkish 
businessman in Austria, whose business was not very successful, so he burned 
his business office and blamed the Chechens. In another case, a businessman, 
not a Chechen asked his Chechen friend to help him for money:

‘I was cheated in my business out of 300,000 euros. Can you ask your guys to help 
me to regain the money?’ And our idiots think: ‘Why don’t I make money?’ It seems 
that these people are getting our guys involved in crime. It is good that in Austria only 
a few percent of cases are brought to court.’ (author interview, August, Vienna, 2018).

From an interview with Chechens in different countries we can draw conclusions 
that many Chechens in exile try to develop their own small business according 
to their professional skills as bakers, doctors, painters, writers, journalists and 
so on. Some wealthy Chechens come as businessmen. They open sport centers 
and construction companies. Some youth try new professions that are not among 
masculine type of jobs according to Chechen adats. For example, four Chechen 
brothers who live in Dusseldorf work as models for Gucci, Versace and other fashion 
brands. In interview to BBC (2018) they describe how they follow the rules of 
Islam and preserve their Chechenness during the shooting sessions. ‘I know who 
I am: I am a Muslim, a Chechen, an athlete, and today I work for Versace’ or ‘the 
most important thing for us is to remember who are we and where we come from’ 
(BBC 2018). However, the reactions of Chechen social networks to this news was 
stormy. The brothers were mainly criticized by men, whereas women supported 
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them. They wanted to soften the negative attitude of Chechens to their modeling 
activities. The brothers told about the dream to open sport center in Düsseldorf, 
where all Chechens from neighborhood ‘can go for free instead of going to the 
discos, smoking marihuana and drinking alcohol…. they will be busy (with sport 
– author’s note) and will not be spoiled.’ (BBC 2018).

Reconstruction of religious identity: stereotypes and realities

A strong point of the Chechen identity, which has helped them to preserve 
their culture during the deportation and two Chechen wars, are Muslim traditions 
(Molodikova and Watt 2013). The reconstruction of Islam is an important element 
of life in a new place. In a situation of exile, Chechens choose different strategies 
to practice Islam, depending on the situation in a particular place (Łukasiewicz, 
2011: 103). If Chechens are Salafi, they continue to practice it in the EU. They 
join the Salafists in Germany. Some of them arrive as Islamist militants, others 
radicalize in Germany, especially in the eastern federal states. Often, they become 
more religious then they were in Chechnya. Their relatives claim that it was very 
big surprise for them.

However, the religious sentiments of Muslims are now under scrutiny of the 
authorities. The president of the Office for the Protection of the Constitution 
(Bundesamt für Verfassungsschutz, BfV), Hans-Georg Maasen, does not exclude 
threats to Germany’s interests from Chechens’, because about 200 supporters of 
the so-called ‘emirate of the Caucasus”, declared by Doku Umarov, already live 
in Germany‘ (Lyushin, 2013). Of the 150 Austrians fighting for Islamic State 
in Syria in 2015, about 50% were Chechens with asylum status (Vaydahar, 2015). 

In Germany and Belgium some Caucasus imams were accused of collecting 
money for the ISIS. The Perleberger Strasse mosque in the Moabit district of 
Berlin was closed, because Berlin’s terrorist Anis Amri visited it. The Salafi club 
at the mosque is also banned as a meeting place for radical Chechen Islamists 
from Berlin and Brandenburg. Former club president Ismet D. was imprisoned 
because of his support of Chechen fighters on their way to Syria: he had paid 
for their flights (Markus, 2017).

The group clash between jihadists (supporters of the ‘Islamic state’) and Kurdish 
Yezidis involved about 100 people in Herford (Germany) in 2014. Five leaders 
among arrested were ethnic Chechens. German intelligence officers commented on 
the situation: ‘often the driving force for Islamists and Russian Chechens among 
them is poverty and hopelessness’ (Kern 2014). However, only one terrorist was 
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identified as a Chechen. In May 2018, Khamzat Azimov attacked some passers-by 
in Paris with a knife. One person died, four were injured. The Islamic State claimed 
responsibility for this attack.

One prosperous Chechen in Vienna argues: ‘The problem is that Chechen people 
are traumatized after the war. The Chechen society is sick, and these situation will 
continue for a long time. The media’s influence is also negative.’ (author interview, 
2018). Another Chechen says:

‘I am in favor of banning Islamic theology in Arab countries. They spoil people. 
Our youth graduate from Arab universities. Then what will happen? Catastrophe! 
Children are being manipulated. Religion is not the main thing in this world. I go 
to the mosque and listen to sermons and look at this imam and think what an 
idiot he is!’ (author interview, Vienna, August 2018).

According to a survey of Chechens in Austria, 100% of respondents identified 
themselves as believers, but the index of religiosity as the performance of religious 
rituals was relatively low: the average number of points scored was only 14 out of 
32 for more than 50% of respondents. About one third of respondents have also 
indicated that they believe in magic and astrology. This number increases with 
age, especially among women. Thus, non-Islamic and Islamic beliefs and practices 
coexist in parallel (Heinrich and Lobova, 2012: p. 194).

An interesting position on Islam is presented by a Chechen gay Mahammad, 
who is a refugee in Sweden:

‘They (Western society – author’s comment) want my story to be like this: ‘The gay 
gives up medieval customs and adopts European values. I personally do not want 
to do that. Sincerely, I love my faith, I love Allah. I sincerely believe that Christians, 
Muslims and Jews – we worship the same god.…I have no problem with these 
religions. I deny a well-established stereotype that if you are gay, you are a supporter 
of liberal LGBD values.…I do not agree. Why can’t I remain a Chechen and a Muslim 
if I’m gay? I think that it is necessary for Muslim people to fight for the rights of 
gays within Islam, to change everything. So, them (the western people – author’s 
remark) should not think that Islam is a religion of terrorists from the Middle Ages’ 
(author’s interview, September 2018).

These examples clearly indicate how the Chechens in exile diverse and 
sometimes far from each other, even if they are all Muslims.
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Education as future prospect

In UNHCR survey in Poland (2013), the majority of Chechen children declared 
that they wanted to study. Those who arrived in the EU in their infancy or were 
born there are lucky in the integration process. They can be incorporated into 
the education system of the host country and their career development chances 
increase dramatically. However, if the child has reached the age of 14–16 years 
before arriving to the EU, they cannot be accepted into a regular school, because 
they do not know the language of the country. Together with parents they have 
to take language and cultural orientation courses. Often, they have no opportunity 
for that because women have many children, and men have to search for jobs. 
A Chechen woman told the author:

‘One of my relatives is a very talented boy, but the war started, and he did not finish 
his education. Unfortunately, in the EU he has no opportunity to study and he 
works as a manual worker. My aunt is another example – she was teacher of the 
German language in Chechnya. She emigrated to Norway, learned Norwegian and 
now teaches German in school. Both her children got good education. Her daughter 
works in a ministry and he son is in military service.’

The possibility of children’s success in school is a strong motivating factor 
for parents’ integration. The process of education enables synchronization 
of certain elements of the culture of the migrant and the host country, and 
forms a dual identity (Moszczyńska and Trojanek, 2011). However, often the 
cultural distance between Chechens and host societies is so great that it leads 
to frequent conflicts for Chechen children (Heinrich and Lobova, 2012). In 
Austria, a social worker described the behavior of Chechen teenagers as “being 
constantly in conflicts with other teenagers”. Another problem of education 
and integration is ‘preventive protection’ of women leading to the exclusion of 
Chechen women from public activities. (Szczepanikova, 2005: p. 291). Integration 
strongly depends on gender:

‘according to my experience, if a family lives separately from Chechen community 
and the children go to school where there is no Chechens, they are much better 
integrated and learn the language. But usually they live together.” (Author’s interview, 
2011, Vienna).
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Children from wealthy Chechen families usually get good education: ’My aunt’s 
family resettled to Czechia6 and they have money. Her children graduated from 
Cambridge and now have brilliant careers in London’ said one Chechen woman 
in Chechnya (author’s interview, Groznii, 2017). However, some ordinary Chechen 
families also care about their children’s education. A cleaner in a Vienna hotel said 
that her elder daughter was student at the Vienna university at law department: 
‘She is very sensitive to justice. She wants to protect human rights.’ It is clear there 
is no uniform passage for all to integration and successful integration cases for 
second generation of Chechen forced migrants already exist in Austria, Czech 
Republic and France.

Enforcement of ‘Nohchalla’ to stop integration

Unfortunately, some Chechens see the integration differently. Members of 
‘Cartagena’ group have threatened their compatriots with various punishments for 
‘immoral’ behaviour. It is headed by a former henchmen of Dzhokhar Dudayev, 
a Chechen separatist leader. In early May 2017, a video was disseminated across 
the German Chechen community with a photo of an armed, masked man with 
a gun. A male voice delivered the following message in Chechen: ‘Those who have 
lost their Nohchall who flirt with men of other ethnic groups and marry them 
– we will set all of them straight’. The same will happen to those who smoke, 
drink alcohol, visit hookah lounges, discotheques, or even public swimming pools’ 
(Vachedin, 2017). Two girls told a journalist from Meduza Media that they had 
tried wearing a hijab and adhering to Chechen traditions, but do not want to live 
a double life. ‘I don’t want to be Chechen anymore’ says one of them.

The threat of shame sometimes puts lifes of young Chechens in danger. 
The family of twenty-year-old Madina, whose nude photographs were e-mailed 
from her stolen cellphone to every person on her contact list in 2016, decided 
to take her back to Chechnya and kill her. Her uncle, who lives also in the EU, 
personally volunteered to commit the murder. Madina was able to call the police 
and escape (Vachedin, 2017). She is afraid of revenge, because her story became 
a public matter.

Still, there are more and more ‘transgressors’ among the second generation 
of Chechens to accept the European style of life. The youth are different from 
their parents. Chechens rarely want to talk about such stories, but some give 

6 Czech Republic
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examples: ‘One girl who went to a disco club was publicly beaten by her father, 
who went there and wanted to forcibly take her. The father was sentenced;’ ‘My 
brother, who lives in Belgium, is ready for the situation in which his daughter 
would get married to a man of other ethnicity’, ‘We already have two cases when 
girls married locals,’ ‘In Sweden one girl asked a policeman to accompany her 
home to collect her belongings. Her family broke off relations with her’ (author’s 
interviews, 2015, 2016).

Chechens have escaped from the violence in Chechnya, but they agree on 
violence against Chechen gays: ‘Islam tells us that such people must be killed…
Stoning to death is the best way.’ (Vachedin, 2017). Even Ekkehard Maass, chairman 
of the German-Caucasian Society in Berlin told: ‘…the persecution of gays, this 
issue is taboo;…and no one would ever confirm it has taken place,’ ‘Although it has, 
of course. I am personally acquainted with some of the victims.’ (Markus, 2017).

Conclusion

Integration possibilities for the Chechens depend on many factors. One 
universal pass to integration does not exist because of different life situations and 
refugee profiles. Chechen diaspora is not homogeneous; it is diverse politically 
and socio-economically.

The integration strategies of Chechens are considerably limited by many 
factors embodied into the patriarchal structure of their society and traditions. 
The first generation of Chechens are trying artificially to re-create Chechen 
identity, reproducing the Chechen patriarchal institutions (like The Council of 
the Elders) and Nohchilla code of conduct (adats), to increase their importance 
in the Chechen diaspora.

Strict maintenance of their own ethnical culture and norms, following ethnic 
traditions in the family, and keeping contacts with compatriots undermines their 
social and cultural integration (Molodikova, 2015; Szczepanikova, 2005).

The adat traditions of the Chechen society control the Chechen diaspora as well 
as challenge men’s masculinity, which sometimes pushes men to get illegal and 
become involved in crime. Religious practices bring Chechens together not so much 
with the local population but with other Muslim migrants.

The second generation of Chechens is different. Slowly some of them are 
building their own life against the will of their relatives from the first generation, 
combining western and Chechen traditions but rarely choosing only the western 
ones. Chechen diaspora tries to reject and punish such people.
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Unfortunately, the absence of a holistic picture does not allow to evaluate the 
level of integration of Chechens in the EU countries. Still, even if we assume that 
the Russian propaganda influences the formation of a negative image of Chechens, 
the interviews published in the media, in surveys and my own interviews show 
many similarities concerning problems that Chechen diaspora faces. Some grounds 
for cautious attitude of authorities and local population towards Chechens exist, 
mostly because of their cultural distance from European society and efforts 
to preserve their patriarchal traditions. Thus, the process of integration goes slowly 
and involves mainly youth and second generation of Chechens.
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